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Introduction

Flow cytometry has become a powerful technology to analyze multiple parameters on
thousands of single cells or other particles in a matter of seconds.
This guide will help you to set up your multicolor experiment quickly and easily.
Let us support your research with our range of flow cytometry reagents.

Conjugated
primary
antibodies

Antibodies in
PBS only
formulation

Conjugation
kits and
services

Cell viability
dyes

Alexa Fluor®
secondary
antibodies

Isotype
controls

11,000+

400+

15,000+

Reagents validated
in flow cytometry

KO validated
antibodies
guaranteed to work
in flow cytometry

Abreviews®, images
and references in
flow cytometry

Alexa Fluor® is a registered trademark of Life Technologies. Alexa Fluor® dye conjugates contain(s) technology
licensed to Abcam by Life Technologies.
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Basics of flow cytometry
instrumentation
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A sample is introduced into an instrument’s flow chamber, it enters the fluidics
system, and it separates into single cells in a process known as hydrodynamic
focusing. Hydrodynamic focusing is the principle of using a controlled flow around
the sample to focus it into a narrow diameter, causing the cells to separate.
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As the sample passes through the laser, each cell is recorded by the instrument
as an event. For each event forward scatter (FSC) and side scatter (SSC) are
recorded. If a cell is fluorescently labeled, the laser excites the fluorophore and the
emitted light is collected as fluorescence intensity.
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For the instrument to detect the specific wavelength emitted by a fluorophore,
the emitted light is passed through a series of mirrors and filters until it reaches the
appropriate detector. Detectors are called photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). Each PMT
will only detect fluorescence at a specific wavelength.
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Optical filters block certain wavelengths whilst letting others pass. A dichroic filter
acts also as a mirror when placed at an angle, allowing specific wavelengths to
pass through and reflecting others. The type and order of dichroic filters allows the
simultaneous detection of multiple signals.
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FSC and SSC
As light travels through or diffracts around the cell, size (FSC) and granularity (SSC)
are measured. Greater FSC means greater cell size, and greater SSC means greater
granularity.
Side scatter

Forward
scatter

Side scatter

FSC and SSC data can sometimes be used to distinguish different cell types due to
their differences in size and granularity.
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Fluorophores and compensation

Fluorophores
Fluorophores (or fluorochromes) are commonly used in conjugation with antibodies as
detection reagents in applications such as flow cytometry. Fluorophores can absorb
and emit light within a range of wavelengths, normally referred to as the absorbance
(excitation) and emission spectra.

1

2

The fluorophore absorbs
light energy of a specific
wavelength

Light absorption results in
excitation of the
fluorophore’s electrons

Max Ex
490

400

3
The fluorophore re-emits
the absorbed light energy
at a longer wavelength
upon the electrons return
to their basic state

Max Ex
525

500

FITC Absorbance or
excitation spectra

600

700

FITC Emission spectra
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Tandem dyes for flow cytometry
The design of multicolor panels often requires the use of tandem dyes. These consist
of two different fluorophores that are covalently attached. One fluorophore (donor)
provides the excitation characteristics, while the other fluorophore (acceptor) provides
the emission characteristics. In PE-Cy7, for instance, phycoerythrin (PE) and Cy7 act
as the donor and acceptor fluorophores respectively. Therefore, PE-Cy7 will have the
excitation characteristics of PE and the emission characteristics of Cy7.

Donor

Donor

Donor

Donor

Acceptor

Acceptor

Acceptor

1

2

3

The fluorophore acting as
a donor absorbs light
energy of a specific
wavelength

Upon excitation of the
donor, energy is transferred
to the acceptor due to
their proximity through a
phenomenon called
Förster or fluorescence
resonance energy transfer
(FRET)

The fluorophore acting as
an acceptor emits the
transferred energy as
fluorescent light
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PE-Cy7 Absorbance or
excitation spectra
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785
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700

800

900

PE-Cy7 Emission spectra
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Tandem dyes increase your panel size and flexibility
Using tandem dyes, a single laser can excite several fluorophores, which are measured
by different detectors. For example, Alexa Fluor® 488, PE, PerCP-Cy5.5, and PE-Cy7 are all
excitable with a blue laser (488 nm). However, they will produce green, yellow, purple,
and infrared emissions, respectively.

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

Alexa Fluor ® 488 excitation spectra

Alexa Fluor ® 488 emission spectra

PE excitation spectra

PE emission spectra

PerCP-Cy5.5 excitation spectra

PerCP-Cy5.5 emission spectra

PE-Cy7 excitation spectra

PE-Cy7 emission spectra

Hints and tips for handling tandem dyes
–– Always protect tandem dyes from light as they are highly susceptible to
photobleaching.
–– Do not freeze tandem dye antibody conjugates as it might result in denaturation
of the donor fluorophore.
–– Minimize sample fixation or permeabilization as much as possible as it reduces
their brightness.
–– Each batch requires optimization due to high batch-to-batch variation.
–– Some bleed-through emission from the donor might be observed since FRET
efficiency is never 100%.
–– Label cells at 4°C to avoid degradation or decoupling of tandem dyes.
Alexa Fluor® is a registered trademark of Life Technologies. Alexa Fluor® dye conjugates contain(s) technology
licensed to Abcam by Life Technologies.
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Fluorescence compensation in flow cytometry
Fluorophores often have some overlap in their emission spectra, as can be seen for
PE and FITC in the example below. This overlap can generate a false positive signal as
fluorescence from more than one fluorophore may be detected in a single channel.
Spectral overlap can be particularly problematic in multicolor experiments and it must
be corrected for using compensation. Compensation ensures that the fluorescence
detected is derived from the fluorochrome being measured.
Before compensation
Following excitation with blue laser (488nm), FITC emission is largely detected in the
channel specific for FITC, but the emission tail lies within the range of the filter used for
detection of PE. This is seen as “false positive” signals in the PE channel (ie cells positive
for FITC might seem positive for PE too).
FITC Em filter PE Em filter

500

600

False positives
CD3 PE

FITC emission spectra
PE emission spectra
Overlap

CD8 FITC

700

After compensation
To compensate, a sample stained only with a FITC-labeled antibody is required. Settings
are the adjusted until no FITC signal is seen in the PE channel. Following compensation,
FITC emission is solely detected in the channel specific for FITC.

PE Em filter

FITC emission spectra
PE emission spectra
Removed signal

500

600

700

CD3 PE

FITC Em filter

CD8 FITC
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Hints and tips to apply compensation
The procedure for setting correct fluorescence compensation is essentially the
same on any cytometer. But due to subtle differences between instruments, we
always recommend reviewing the flow cytometer manufacturer’s instructions.
Nonetheless, the following guidelines are suitable in most cases:
–– Some fluorochrome combinations should be avoided (eg APC and PE-Cy5) given
the high degree of emission overlap.
–– Compensation controls are required for each fluorochrome and should contain
both a positive and a negative population.
–– These controls should be solely used to set compensation.
–– The fluorophore used as a compensation control must match the fluorophore
used in the experiment.
–– The positive should be at least as bright or brighter than any sample the
compensation will be applied to.
–– The positive population should form at least 10% of the population.
–– The background fluorescence (or autofluorescence) of the positive population
should be the same as the negative control.
–– Ideally, the positive and negative populations in the control samples will be
the same type of cell. If this is not possible, consider the use of compensation
beads. Alternatively, different cells for your compensation controls can be
used if they express the markers of interest.
–– If a marker of interest is rare, or possibly absent in the control cells, a different
antibody directed against a more common marker can be used if it carries the
same fluorochrome.
–– Generally, compensate with the fluorochromes from the far-red end of the
spectrum (higher wavelength) step-wise down to those fluorochromes at the
lower end of the spectrum. Do not forget to check the compensation in all
channels.
–– Avoid fluorochrome combinations where a bright fluorochrome can spill
over significantly into a channel where we are attempting to detect the dim
population.
–– Compensation is correctly set when the median of the negative population is
equal to the median of the positive population in the spill-over channel.
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Direct vs indirect methods for
antigen detection

Flow cytometry relies on the use of antibodies to label a specific target antigen with
a fluorophore. We distinguish between two methods depending on whether the
fluorophore is conjugated to the primary or the secondary antibody:
–– Direct method: the primary antibody is directly conjugated to a fluorophore.
–– Indirect method: the primary antibody is unconjugated and a fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibody directed against the primary antibody is used for detection.

Direct

Cell

Indirect

Cell

Antigen

Primary antibody

Secondary antibody

Fluorophore
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Direct

Indirect

Comments

Time

Low

High

Protocols for direct methods are usually
shorter as they only require one labeling
step

Cost

High

Low

Secondary antibodies are relatively
inexpensive compared to conjugated
primary antibodies. Furthermore, the
same secondary antibody can be used
to detect different primary antibodies

Complexity

Low

High

Indirect methods require selecting
the appropriate secondary antibody.
Moreover, these methods require
additional controls

Flexibility

Medium

Medium

Commercially available
pre-conjugated primary antibodies limit
your flexibility in terms of fluorophore
and target combinations. However,
secondaries only allow you detection
of a limited number of antigens at the
same time

Sensitivity

Low

High

Several secondary antibodies will bind
to the primary antibody resulting in an
amplified signal

Species
crossreactivity

Minimized

Potential
species
cross-reactivity

Secondary antibodies may cross-react
with species other than the target.
The use of pre-adsorbed secondary
antibodies can prevent cross-reactivity

Background

Reduced

Potential
background

Samples with endogenous
immunoglobulins may exhibit a high
background with indirect methods

Both methods have their benefits and limitations as shown in the table above. Due to the
high sensitivity of flow cytometers, users commonly prefer the direct methods as it results
in a considerable saving of effort and time, which are particularly relevant in multicolor
experiments. However, in some circumstances, secondary antibodies might be required
due to the signal amplification they provide.
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Panel Design

Now is time to start setting up your experiment. Once you know the antigens you want
to study, you need to build your panel. Building your panel is probably one of the most
challenging aspects of setting up your multicolor experiment. The steps below provide a
quick and easy guide to help you in the process.

1. Know your flow cytometer
Lasers: only fluorochromes excited by the
corresponding wavelength of light from the laser
can be used
To ensure optimal detection, make sure you
understand the combination of lasers /filters on
your machine. Refer to your instrument’s manual
or speak to your core facility

UV 355 nm
Violet 405 nm
Blue 488 nm
Yellow 561 nm
Red 640 nm
Far red 750 nm

Filters: detection of light emitted from fluorochromes is controlled by filters

<575 nm
detected

>520 nm
detected

620-640 nm
detected

520 LP

630/20
(= 630±10nm)

Long pass dichroic filter

Band pass filter

575 SP
<520 nm
reflected

>575 nm
reflected

Short pass dichroic filter

2. Know your cell population, antigens, and fluorochromes
Low/unknown antigen expression and/or low cell populations
= use brighter fluorochromes, eg PE

Low

Bright
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High antigen expression and/or high cell populations
= use dimmer fluorochromes, eg PerCP

High

Dim

Check
thethe
relative
brightness
of your
fluorochromes
at at
Check
relative
brightness
of your
fluorochromes
www.abcam.com/fluorochrome-chart
www.abcam.com/fluorochrome-chart

3. Minimize spectral overlap
Minimize emission spectra overlap
Sacrifice bright fluorochromes to avoid overlap
Compensation can be used to control the effects of spectral overlap
Overlap

No overlap

4. Include controls

Unstained cells for defining
negative populations, cell size,
and granularity

Live/dead markers to isolate
healthy cells

Single-stained positive controls
for setting compensation

Fluorescence minus one
staining to define positive
populations
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5. Optimize your staining protocol

Good titration

Bad titration

Antibody concentration: titrate your antibodies to avoid non-specific
binding or reduced sensitivity
Antibody +
Fc blocking reagent

Antibody

Specific antibody
binding

Non-specific
antibody binding

Fc blocking
reagents:
Human IgG for
human
Anti-CD16+
CD32 for mouse

Fc blocking: use Fc blocking reagents in cells with high content of Fc
receptors (eg phagocytic cells) to avoid non-specific binding
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Recommended controls

There are three major factors that are critical to control for in your multicolor flow
cytometry experiment:
Concern

Cause

Control

Auto-fluorescence

High background

Naturally occurring
cell components,
such as NADPH,
can emit
fluorescence,
masking
antigen-specific
signal

Include unstained
but processed
cells to define
the negative
population, size,
and granularity of
your cells

Non-specific
binding

High background/
false positives

Dead cells binding
to antibodies

Gate out dead
cells using live/
dead markers

Antibodies can
bind to off-target
epitopes,
Fc-receptors, or via
their conjugated
fluorophores
to epitopes or
antigens

Include isotype
and/or isoclonic
controls to
determine if there
are high levels
of non-specific
binding

Secondary
antibody binding
to cells*

Include secondary
only processed
cells*

Fluorescence
spill-over

Include single
stained positive
controls to set the
compensation

Markers that
are dim or not
expressed
in bimodal
populations, and
fluorescence
spill-over

Include
fluorescence minus
one (FMO) controls
to define the
positive/negative
populations

Spectra overlap

False positives/
incorrect gating
when positive
or negative
boundaries are
ambiguous

*If staining using indirect methods

Isotype controls
An isotype control is an antibody raised against an antigen that is not present on or in the
cell type being analyzed, (eg KLH). An ideal isotype control should:
–– Match host species, class, subclass, fluorochrome type, and number of fluorochrome
molecules per immunoglobulin.
–– Be derived by the same manufacturing process and presented in the same
formulation.
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Fluorescence minus one controls
Fluorescence minus one (FMO) controls are essential for accurate discrimination of
positive and negative cell populations. FMO controls are samples stained with all the
antibodies in your panel, except for one. This control provides a true negative control as
it considers how the other fluorochromes in your panel affect the signal observed in the
channel used for the fluorochrome being examined. For example, in a multicolor panel
of FITC, PE-Cy5, PE-Cy7, PE, the PE FMO control would contain the FITC, Cy-PE and Cy7-PE
reagents but not the PE.
Dye

Unstained control

FMO control

Sample

FITC

–

CD3

CD3

PE-Cy5

–

CD8

CD8

PE-Cy7

–

CD45RO

CD45RO

PE

–

–

CD4

1

FMO gate

2

Unstained
gate

PE

FITC
If an unstained control was used to set the gate for PE positive/negative cells (line 1), all
cells above line 1 in the right-hand dot plot would show as positive for PE. However, when
an FMO control is used to set the gate (line 2), it becomes clear that there is spread of
signal and some cells are not positive for PE.
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Data analysis

Visualizing your data

Number of events
Parameter intensity
(relative units)

Representation of a
single parameter
(normally fluorescence
intensity).

Contour
Parameter 1 intensity

Pseudocolor
Parameter 1 intensity

Dot plot
Parameter 1 intensity

Histogram

Parameter 2 intensity

Parameter 2 intensity

Parameter 2 intensity

Representation of two
parameters (FSC vs SSC,
or fluorescence
intensities for two
different antigens).

Representation of two
parameters and shows
the relative number (ie
density) of events using
color.

Representation of two
parameters. Same as
pseudocolor
plots,except
density is displayed as
contour lines. Each line
contains a defined
percentage.

Gating strategies to quantify your data
Dot plot (quadrant)

Fluorescence intensity
(relative units)

In histograms you can gate on a
peak to identify the percentage of
cells that express the marker or not.

Dot plot (gate)
Parameter 1 intensity

Number of events

Parameter 1 intensity

Histogram

Parameter 2 intensity

Parameter 2 intensity

Several tools are normally available for gating in dot plots. The
quadrant is commonly used as it easily allows identification of
single or double positive populations. However other tools, such
as rectangular, elliptical, and polygon gates are also available.
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30.1%

IL-17a—APC

SSC

CD11b—APC

Calculating percentages

14.5%

FSC

Ly6G—PE

Ly6G—PE

PBMC sample from a
treated mouse. Granulocytes
can be easily distinguished from
other cell types in blood due to
their FSC and SSC profile.

Applying a gate: 30.1% of the
PBMCs in this sample are
neutrophils (Ly6G+/CD11+).

Drill down: open the neutrophil
gate and apply a new gate.
14.5% of neutrophils in this
sample express IL-17a.

Hints and tips for quantifying data
There are several ways to visualize and analyze your data, and no one way is
inherently right or wrong. Take the time to understand which approach represents
best your data.
–– Histograms work best when most cells express a marker of interest and the
staining is bright. The mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) is a measure of brightness,
and is a relative measure of abundance.
–– Dot plots: depending on your sample, you may be able to delineate cell
populations using only FSC/SSC for further analysis. Normally, however, using two
fluorescent markers will allow you to separate your population more clearly if
more than one cell population in your sample has similar FSC/SSC profile or shares
markers with other cell types.
–– Converting to pseudocolor can help highlight where there might be more than
one population in regions that are close together.
–– Converting to contour can help highlight smaller cell populations that did not
appear significant in dot plot form.
–– Drawing gates allows you to quantify your populations. Remember that a gate
represents a subset of your total population. If you drill down on a population and
gate within that, you will then need to back-calculate to your total population.
In the example above, 30.1% of the total population are neutrophils, and 14.5%
of neutrophils express IL-17a; however, 4.36% (30.1 x 0.145) of the total sample are
IL-17a-expressing neutrophils.
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FSC-Height

SSC

Fluorescence intensity
(relative units)

Eliminating dead cells and doublets

FSC

7-AAD—PerCP

FSC-Area

Gating out dead cells using
FSC/SSC. Debris and dead cells
often remain in the bottom left
corner of dot plots due to low
FSC and SSC.

Gating on live cells using
a dead cell stain. Viability dyes
often work by penetrating dead
cells so they can be excluded
due to their fluorescence.

Gating on single cells using area
and height. Cell clumps take
longer than single cells to pass
through the laser. This affects the
area of the signal, so they can
be excluded using a simple FSC
vs FSC dot plot.
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Our products for multicolor flow
cytometry

Conjugated primary antibodies
Like many other technologies, flow cytometry relies on highly specific and reliable
antibodies to generate robust results. We offer a broad range of conjugated primary
antibodies for immunophenotyping.
–– Top-cited antibody clones to human and mouse antigens
–– Antibodies conjugated to diverse dyes for flexibility in multicolor panel building
–– Bulk sizes upon request
–– PBS-only formulation for most clones so you can conjugate the antibody to your
preferred label if not available
Lymphocyte gate

1k

1k

800

800
SSC (Side scatter)

SSC (Side scatter)

Live gate

600

400

600

400

200

200

200

400

600

800

1k

100

FSC (Forward scatter)

101

103

103

102

102

101

101

100

100
102
Fl-1 (CD3)

104

T cell gate
104

FL-4 (CD8)

FL-4 (CD8)

T cell gate

101

103

FSC (Forward scatter)

104

100

102

103

104

100

101

102

103

104

Fl-1 (CD3)

Multicolor Human T cell marker panel (CD3-FITC, CD4-PE, CD8-APC and CD45-PE/Cy7®)
(ab106073). The cells obtained after lysing red blood cells from peripheral blood were
stained with the antibodies, washed and analyzed by flow cytometry. For further details,
see datasheet.
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If your needs extend beyond immunophenotyping, we offer a broad selection of
antibodies against other targets, already conjugated and validated in flow cytometry.
Benefits include:
–– RabMAb® technology: recombinant antibody generation that provides higher affinity,
specificity, and consistency compared to traditional monoclonals.
–– Flexibility of dye choice: select from a wide variety of dyes to suit your needs.
–– Free dye removal step: free dye is removed to ensure a high signal-to-noise ratio.
–– Validated in flow cytometry and ICC: we test and provide high-resolution cell images
to assure for correct specificity.
We have incorporated knockout (KO)-based validation for a growing number of our
antibodies. With knockout validation, we aim to confirm the specificity of the antibody
by testing it in cell lines that do not express the target protein (KO cell line). The data are
compared side-by-side against a normal cell line (wild-type). If the antibody is specific,
no signal should be detected in the knockout cell line, while a specific signal should be
obtained in the wild-type cell line.

Count

Find out more at www.abcam.com/KO-validated

100

101

102

103

Ki67 - Alexa Fluor® 488 (525/30 BP)

Anti-Ki67 antibody [EPR3610] (Alexa Fluor® 488) (ab197234). Left: overlay histogram
showing HeLa cells stained with ab197234 (red line), isotype control antibody (black line)
and unlabeled sample (blue line). Right: confocal image of ab197234 (green) staining
Ki67 in wild-type HAP1 cells (top panel) and Ki67 knockout HAP1 cells (bottom panel).
Tubulin is shown in red and nuclear DNA in blue. For further details, see datasheet.

PBS-only buffer formulations
Recombinant rabbit monoclonal antibodies available in BSA and azide-free formats for
easy antibody-labeling and functional assays:
–– BSA, azide, glycerol-free
–– Low endotoxin-tested (selected products)
–– Supplied in 100 µg aliquots (at least 1 mg/mL concentration)
–– In-stock and ready to ship
Find out more at www.abcam.com/PBS-only-RabMAb
Alexa Fluor® is a registered trademark of Life Technologies. Alexa Fluor® dye conjugates contain(s) technology
licensed to Abcam by Life Technologies.
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Count

70

100

101

102

103

104

(530/30BP)
Rabbit IgG, monoclonal [EPR25A]KCTD5-FITC
- Isotype Control
(low endotoxin, azide-free)
(ab199376). Flow cytometric analysis of Jurkat cells labeling KCTD5 with ab194825 (red)
compared with ab199376 (black) and an unlabeled control (blue). For further details,
see the datasheet.

Custom conjugation services
If you can’t find an available antibody in the conjugate format or formulation you need,
we can successfully deliver custom order requests.
Custom conjugation services:
–– Alexa Fluor® 405, 488, 555, 568, 594, 647, 680, 750, 790
–– FITC, PE, APC, PerCP, Biotin
Additional conjugations are possible with a period of validation in the lab (2-6 weeks
depending on the request).
Custom formulation services:
–– BSA-free
–– Azide-free
–– Low endotoxin
–– Custom concentrations
–– Custom sizes
Find out more at www.abcam.com/custom-conjugation
Alexa Fluor® is a registered trademark of Life Technologies. Alexa Fluor® dye conjugates contain(s) technology
licensed to Abcam by Life Technologies.
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Conjugation kits
Add your label of choice onto your primary antibody quickly and easily. Choose from a
range of fluorochrome labels to complement your multicolor panel.
–– Quick: conjugated antibody ready in less than 20 minutes with 30 seconds hands-on
time (fast conjugation kits) of <4 hours (standard conjugation kits)
–– 100% antibody recovery: no column-based purification steps
–– Simple protocol
–– Small amounts: label as little as 10 µg of antibody per reaction

Add modifier

Add conjugate

Add quencher

Purified
antibody

Labeled
antibody

Fast conjugation kit
product code

Conjugate

Ex/Em Max

APC

650/660

APC-Cy7

650/785

ab102859

Biotin (type A)

n/a

ab201795

Biotin (type B)

494/520

ab201796

FITC

496/578

ab188285

PE

496/578

PE-Cy7

496/785

ab102903

PerCP-Cy5.5

482/695

ab102911

Standard conjugation
kit product code
ab201807

ab102884
ab102918

Find your conjugation kit at www.abcam.com/conjugation-kits
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Secondary antibodies
We currently offer secondary antibodies conjugated to 9 different Alexa Fluor® dyes,
ideal for multicolor flow cytometry. These dyes
–– Cover the whole spectrum (UV to near infra-red) with minimal spectral overlap.
–– Target several species and their isotypes including rabbit, mouse, rat, goat, and
chicken.
–– Include a large range of pre-adsorbed antibodies to ensure low species
cross-reactivity.
Alexa Fluor®

Alexa Fluor®

Alexa Fluor®

Alexa Fluor®

Alexa Fluor®

405

488

555

594

647

Anti-mouse
IgG H&L

ab175658

ab150105

ab150114

ab150116

ab150115

Anti-rabbit
IgG H&L

ab175652

ab150077

ab150074

ab150080

ab150075

Anti-rat IgG
H&L

ab175671

ab150157

ab150154

ab150160

ab150155

Anti-goat IgG
H&L

ab175664

ab150129

ab150130

ab150132

ab150131

Anti-chicken
IgG H&L

ab175674

ab150169

ab150174

ab150172

ab150171

Find out more at www.abcam.com/Alexa-Fluor-secondaries

Counts

118

100

101

102

103

104

CD45 - Alexa Fluor® 488 (525/30 BP)

Goat Anti-Rat IgG H&L (Alexa Fluor® 488) (ab150157). Overlay histogram showing Jurkat
cells stained with ab30446 and secondary antibody Goat anti-rat IgG H&L (Alexa Fluor®
488) (ab150157) (red line), isotype control antibody (black line) and unlabeled sample
(blue line). For further details, see the datasheet.
Alexa Fluor® is a registered trademark of Life Technologies. Alexa Fluor® dye conjugates contain(s) technology
licensed to Abcam by Life Technologies.
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Cell viability dyes
We offer a broad range of color options and types of viability assays for assessing the
viability of your cells. This type of assay is based on the ability of some dyes to only enter
or escape cells when the cellular plasma membrane is no longer intact.
Product

Ex/Em Max

Product code

Characteristics

7-aminoactinomycin
D (7-AAD)

488/647

ab142391

Impermeable
dye that stains
the nuclei of
dead cells by
intercalating with
DNA

Calcein AM

495/515

ab141420

Cell-permeable
dye that
hydrolyzes to
green-fluorescent
calcein on
contact with
intracellular
esterases in live
cells

DRAQ7™ 1 mL (0.3
mM)

599 and
644/665-678

ab109202

Impermeable
far-red dye that
stains the nuclei
of dead cells
by intercalating
with dsDNA.
Low toxicity for
long-term culture

Live and Dead Cell
Assay

Live cell dye:
494/515
Dead cell dye:
528/617

ab115347

One-step assay.
The Live cell dye
is membrane
permeant and
fluoresces when
hydrolyzed by
intracellular
esterases. The
Dead cell dye is
membraneimpermeant and
intercalates with
DNA

Nuclear Green DCS1

503/526

ab138905

Cell impermeant
green fluorescent
dye that
fluoresces when it
intercalates with
dsDNA

Propidium Iodide

536/617

ab139418

Impermeable
nuclear dye that
fluoresces when it
intercalates with
DNA/RNA

Find out more at www.abcam.com/cell-viability
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1 uM staurosporine

DRAQ7 fluorescence

103

102

101

100
0

200

400

600

800

1000

Forward scatter (arb)

DRAQ7™ 1ml (0.3mM) (ab109202). Jurkat cells exposed to 1 µM staurosporine show
DRAQ7™ staining (top half of the plot).

Isotype controls
We offer a complete range of isotype controls that are available both unconjugated
and conjugated to Alexa Fluor® dyes, Biotin, PE, FITC, and other formats.
Featured isotype controls
Host species

Isotype

Conjugate

Clone ID

Product Code

Rabbit

IgG

Unconjugated

EPR25A

ab172730

Rabbit

IgG

Alexa Fluor® 488

EPR25A

ab199091

Rabbit

IgG

Alexa Fluor® 647

EPR25A

ab199093

Mouse

IgG

Unconjugated

Mouse

IgG1

Unconjugated

B11/6

ab91353

Mouse

IgG1

FITC

B11/6

ab91356

Mouse

IgG1

Unconjugated

MOPC-21

ab18443

Mouse

IgG2a

Unconjugated

MOPC-173

ab18413

ab37355

Find out more at www.abcam.com/isotype-control
Alexa Fluor® is a registered trademark of Life Technologies. Alexa Fluor® dye conjugates contain(s) technology
licensed to Abcam by Life Technologies.
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500

Count

400

300

200

100

0
100

101

102

103

104

Integrin alpha 2 - FITC (530/30BP)

Rabbit IgG, monoclonal [EPR25A] - Isotype Control (ab172730). Overlay histogram
showing A549 (human lung carcinoma) cells stained with ab133557 (red line), isotype
control antibody (black line) (ab172730) and unlabeled control (blue line).
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Fluorochrome chart
FL

450/50

530/30

585/40

630/30

670/40

720/40

780/60

RB

R-PE-Cy7
Cy7
APC-Cy7
AF700
APC-Cy5.5
PerCP-Cy5.5
DRAQ5
PerCP
AF647
R-PE-Cy5.5
R-PE-Cy5

Legend

Cy5

Fluorescent channel (FL)
■ Blue channel
■ Green channel
■ Yellow channel
■ Orange channel
■ Red channel
■ Far red channel

APC
7-AAD
TR

Relative brightness (RB)
High

AF594

Medium

R-PE-TR

Low

PI

Spectra

AF568

Excitation
Emission

R-PE

Lasers

u Violet laser (405 nm)
u Blue laser (488 nm)
u Yellow laser (561 nm)
u Red laser (640 nm)
u Far red laser (750 nm)

AF555
Cy3
FITC

Abbreviations

AF488

AF: Alexa Fluor®
BV: Brilliant Blue™
Cy: Cyanine
PB: Pacific Blue™
FITC: Fluorescein isothiocyanate
R-PE: R-Phycoerythrin
PI: Propidium Iodide
TR: Texas Red®
7-AAD: 7 AminoacLnomycinD
APC: Allophycocianin
PerCP: Peridinin Chlorophyll

GFP
PB
BV421
AF405
DAPI

Wavelength (nm): 300

350

400

450

500

550

600

650

700

750

800

850

How to use this chart

Examples

1. Check your instrument
Type, number of lasers, filters and detectors dictate the fluorochromes that can be used.
– Try to choose a fluorochrome for each laser excitation range

Fluorochrome

Target Expression

Lasers

Channels

Brightness

Compensation

Combination

FITC
APC

High
Low

Blue
Red

Green
Red

Medium
High

Mild

Good

FITC
PE

High
Low

Blue
Yellow

Green
Yellow

Medium
High

Moderate

Medium

PerCP
7–AAD

High
Low

Blue
Blue

Red
Red

Low
Medium

Severe

Poor

2. Select bright dyes
It is possible to rank available dyes according to their brightness on a particular instrument.
– Brightest fluorochromes for dim antibodies and vice versa
3. Minimize spillover
The amount of spectral overlap will determine whether compensation is required.
– Sacrifice brightness to avoid spillover
– Avoid spillover from bright cell populations into detectors requiring high sensitivity for those populations

Alexa Fluor® is a registered trademark of Life Technologies. Alexa Fluor® dye conjugates contain(s) technology licensed to Abcam by Life Technologies.
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